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The bad-breath germ and the plaque-painting germ join others to help children remember to brush
their teeth. Includes health information. Lively, colorful illustrations show the germs that cause cavities
and how essential tooth brushing is to good dental health.
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Health insurance and safety week We use this in my own preschool classroom alongside, Those
Mean Nasty Dirty Downright but Invisible Germs, to instruct about staying healthy. The kids love
both books and want to hear them again and again. Dentist recommended this book I purchased
this publication on the recommendation of my friend, who's a dentist. My 3 and 4 season olds
always execute a better job washing after being made aware with the help of these books. Well
written engaged my students ! Perfect for preschool Great reserve in great shape. Shipped rapidly. I
was so glad to find it so inexpensive. The germ books are marvelous for making an impact on
preschoolers. Helps to keep them engaged each and every time. Awesome! My boy loves it and it
is very educational. Awesome!! Great pictures.! Great!! children won't brush their tooth?Germs I
highly recommend this reserve for aiding children with their oral hygiene since it teaches the many
different ways that germs could harm the teeth. We hardly ever, ever need to argue about brushing
our tooth in our house after getting this reserve... Those Icky Sticky Smelly. This is an excellent book.
And on top of that it really is both in English and Spanish. I am a pre-k teacher. The students love
this publication and keep requesting me to learn it again. Five Stars love this children's book series!
a pre-k must have. I like the importance of the truth that germs are invisible is made apparent to
them. My 3 year outdated grandson loves the colourful drawings of "germs." I believe it's a terrific
way to train him the significance of brushing teeth.
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